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The accurate bus arrival time information is crucial to passengers for reducing waiting times at the bus stop and

improve the attractiveness of public transport. GPS-equipped buses can be considered as mobile sensors showing

trafic lows on road surfaces. In this paper, we present an approach that predicts bus arrival time using historical

bus GPS information and real-time situation on the road. In this study, we divide bus arrival time into bus dwelling

time at bus stops and bus travel time between stations and predict each of them separately. The clustering ap-

proach used to predict the travel time between stations, and then for each cluster, we apply LSTM NN to predict

walking time between stations. The latency at each bus stop we evaluate by historical dwelling time and using

location analysis to ind the importance of the bus stop as a point of interest during prediction time. The study is

trained and tested on GPS data collected from 1200 buses in a period of 3 months. According to tests results our

method show small mean absolute error for buses that not far from departure station. The outcomes of this work

can be used as an additional information for bus passengers to know possible bus coming time and to estimate

possible travel time in bus journey. The method for arrival time prediction proposed in this research has several

advantages. It considers historical bus travel time information, real time information, bus dwelling time, riding

time, trafic lights and city facilities.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

In contemporary life with high technologies, analyzing and

extending data of human mobility have become signiicant

topic of research. Generating human mobility patterns

helps for such surveys as trafic prediction,migrationmove-

ments, epidemic distribution. Active mobility of megapolis

inhabitants is one of the crucial points for developing and

modern conglomerations. Mobility system in urban areas is

ways of individuals travel around the city, for examplewalk-

ing, private vehicles and public transport.

In huge urban areas, transit vehicle, such as metro, buses,

trams, trolleybuses, has many advantages in various as-

pects. It is beneicial to reduce trafic congestion, de-

crease air pollution, positive inluence on nation welfare

and health etc. Government of Kazakhstan strongly encour-

ages using public transport by adding road lanes for buses

and trolleybuses, providing facilities for pupils, seniors, and

disabled people. It results in increasing popularity of pub-

lic transit, especially in Almaty. Such demand pushed de-

veloping applications and systems for making using public

transport more convenient. However, local infrastructure

is not structured and developed enough to provide popula-

tion with ixed schedule and smooth transport feed. Local

buses’ arrival to stops is reorganized and depends on sev-

eral external factors as distance, trafic lights and jams on

the road. Therefore, evaluating arrival time is possible only

by retrieving actual real time data. Existing bus tracking

systems, such as City Bus, Almaty Bus etc. do not provide

users with information about waiting time.

The aim of paper is to identify main factors of delays on the

roads of Almaty anddesign logical system for predicting bus

arrival time. The object of research Almaty city bus trans-

portation system. Study subject reasons of buses delays and

their forecast.
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To estimate arrival time of bus to exact bus station, the fol-

lowing steps should be taken:

• Find the nearest upcoming bus to the station, identify its

location;

• Count number of bus stops, where that bus will make a

stop. And estimate howmany times a buswill delay at these

stops;

• Count the number of lines bus should go, and estimate

travel time between stations for each bus line.

Data for this research was collected and tested on data pro-

vided by bus tracing company citybus.kz of Almaty city.

From this site we can take information about current loca-

tion of buses, their speed, anddirection. UsingGPS informa-

tion, the irst step canbedonewithout problems. But for the

second and third steps we need to build models to predict

bus dwell time and bus travel time between stations.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Bus arrival time prediction is an important component in

urban public transportation system. This problem is at-

tracted many researchers around the world. The main

popular approaches are Artiicial Neural Network (ANN),

Kalman iltering, Support Vector Machines (SVM), regres-

sion analysis models and time series models.

The most popular approach is to use ANN for arrival time

prediction [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. This approach use different kind

of neural network structure to travel time forecasting. This

process consists of two process: training model using huge

amount of historical data, then validation on testing data.

In these works, it is considered that the current bus arrival

time has a certain connection with that of buses in front of

it. Meanwhile, bus arrival time is affected by road, environ-

ment, and other factors.

The Kalman ilter [7, 8] is a model-based estimation tech-

nology that has the ability to accommodate trafic luctua-

tions with their time-dependent parameters adequately. It

takes into account the stochastic nature of process distur-

bances and measurement noise.

SVM [9, 10, 11] has been proposed in time series forecast-

ing. By integrating multiple sources of information, previ-

ous works proved that support vector machine can accu-

rately predict bus arrival times. Although SVMalso depends

on the similarity between historic and real-time trafic pat-

terns, it still shows many breakthroughs and plausible per-

formance in forecasting of bus arrival time.

Regression analysis models [12] determine a dependent

variable with a complex mathematical function formed by

a set of independent variables.

Time series models [13] are also used for predicting bus ar-

rival time. It is assumed that all external factors of the sys-

tem either are accounted for or are constant.

Most studies that analyze bus travel time considers only link

running time. Despite that the dwell time plays a key role in

thebus travel time, somemodels donot predict it separately

from the running time. However, running time in links and

dwell time at stops are affected by different issues. Accord-

ing to study done by Padmanaban and Vanajakshi [14] the

dwell time takes up to 26% of the bus’s total travel time, es-

pecially at busy bus stops or during the rush hour. In this re-

search the dwell time associated with the total travel times

of the buses under heterogeneous trafic conditions. But

only the number of passengers alighting, and boarding was

considered in the dwell time prediction. Number of alight-

ing andboardingpassengers, fare paymentmethod, passen-

ger’s movement and capacity of bus stop are key factors of

bus dwelling time according to Transit Capacity and Quality

of Service Manual [15]. Dueker [16] found other factors as

time of day, type of route, and type of vehicle as additional

components of bus dwell time. The connection betweenbus

dwelling time and the existence of steps at doors, the age of

passengers, and the possible friction between users board-

ing, alighting, and standing passengers are studied in work

[17]. Recent studies by Chioni [18] studied factors affecting

bus bunching by a geographically weighted regression ap-

proach, and found that number of lanes, number of routes

per stop, the distance to the nearestmetro station inluence

to bus bunching. Which is according to conclusion of Ver-

bich et al., [19] increases both dwell time at stops and bus

travel time, because that the longer a bus has been servicing

a stop, more time is added to the dwell time of the subse-

quent bus.

In this paper we predict bus arrival time using real time in-

formation about trafic condition and city facilities.

III. METHEDOLOGY FOR EVALUATING BUS ARRIVAL

TIME

A. Data Collection

For outlined goals necessary data about public transport

bus serviceswas obtained frompublic API provided byCity-

Bus with two kind of links in json format. First link con-

sisted list of all bus stops and their details such as: ids,

names, location and what buses are serving the station.

Second type contained individual route information: route

number, list of served stations, route coordinates, serving

buses speciications such as ids, manufacturers, their cur-

rent locations, azimuths, and speed. Location is measured

in geographic coordinates latitude and longitude.

For this research we collected from 1200 buses in a period
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of 3 months. In Almaty city there are 136 bus lines and ap-

proximately 8 to 10 buses on each line. To train and test

modelswe collect everyminute GPSdata from7:00 to 19:00

for May, June and July 2020 year.

Route is represented as a multiple consistent coordinate

with a distance around10meters. There are 2 types of func-

tioning routes in Almaty one way and circular with addi-

tional loops. Circular routes can be identiied with a special

key in provided json data. To collect and parse all these data

was used Python programming language.

Another data was retrieved from openstreetmap.org which

is free open world map data. OpenStreetMap provides an

API with raw geodata and sophisticated database. It was

used to gather all trafic lights locations which were nec-

essary for evaluating bus arrival time and delay. Since

these data is static it should have been collected once was

usedoverpass turbo -OpenStreetMap interfacewith its own

query.

In OpenStreetMap has its own system and structure, for

example there are different types of data most common

are nodes, ways and relations which are connected to each

other. In these occasion trafic signals were represented as

a node which belong to the ways which are features of the

map in deined area. Same way from overpass turbo was

retrieved location and amenity or buildings. For example,

amenities can represent universities and school, types can

detect malls, marketplaces, pharmacies ed cetera.

B. Distance Estimation

As one of the main features of application was recommend-

ing nearest bus and predicting its arrival time of the bus to

the bus stop. For achieving this goal irstly, it was required

to estimate distance between bus and users starting sta-

tion. Distancewas necessary to assess time required for bus

to reach the station for following calculations. Solution of

this problem was to use formula adapted for spherical sur-

faces or as it called in spherical trigonometry great circle

distance. For this purpose, was decided to use Haversine

formula to determine distance from one point to another

[20]. It requires as an input data two point coordinates and

radius of the Earth which is common knowledge. All coor-

dinates should be polar, thus latitude and longitude are con-

verted into radians.

Haversine formula is derived and given below (2):

a =

(
sin

lat2 − lat1

2

)2

+ cos( lat 1) cos( lat 2)

(
sin

lon 2− lon 1

2

)2

(1)

d = 2R ∗ arcsin(min(1, sqrt(a))) (2)

Here lat1, lon2 are latitude and longitude of the irst point

and lat2, lon2 of the second, respectively. R is a Earth radius

that is assumed as 6373 kilometers, since radius units are

in kilometers same would be for the inal distance [21].

Haversine formula solves distance problem, however it was

still not applicable to compute how far apart bus from bus

stop, for the reason that haversine formula connects two

points, but buses do not approach stations straight though

following prescribed route. From the collected data de-

scribed in previous chapter there were station, current bus

location coordinates and route. How many kilometers bus

should pass can be derived by suggested method? Since all

route is represented as consistent points it was divided into

multiple segments.

Using haversine formula from all route points computing

distance to the bus, to ind closest point to the bus. Then

important step is to identify whether previous or following

points are closer to the bus to deine in what order bus sta-

tionwould be in list of route points. Same procedure should

be done with buses location to detect closest point to the

bus. Next haversine formula is applied from closest point to

the bus to the following point in route towards to the bus

stop, which is recognized simply if the bus closest points

index is less than stations closest points index then station

would be after the bus relatively to the list of route points.

This distance should be saved, after that from next point to

another calculated haversine formula and result is summed

with previous one. Similarly, it is done fromone point to the

followingas a small segmentuntil it reaches the station clos-

est point. All segments are summed up in total. Last step is

found distance between bus closest point to the bus by itself

and the same operation for station with its closest point re-

spectively. After what those distances are summed with to-

tal distance obtaining inal distance which bus should pass

from its current location to the bus station.

IV. BUS STATION QUANTITY AND DWELL TIME

ESTIMATION

During the travel busmakes stops at stations to load andun-

load passengers. Determining number of stops bus would
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proceed from start and inal destination it is necessary to

distinguish the time it would spend on that what would be

called dwell time.

The list with stations of bus route is iterated to get index

of the closest station to bus location ignoring opposite lo-

cated station with same name but different id. It is accom-

plished by haversine formula, which was introduced in pre-

vious chapters. It is important todiagnosewhether the clos-

est bus stopwaspassed or not, since it can be also taken into

consideration.

Shownexample on the Figure 1 is illustrating buswith num-

ber 015DE02 moves from “Esentai Mall” to “Ramstore” sta-

tion, where user is expecting it. As it can be noticed bus

is close to “Shashkina” station, but algorithm would take it

into account and begin count from next one. In given case,

is “Zhamakaeva” station.

Computations compare distances between the closest sta-

tion and start station with distance between bus and start

station. If irst distance would be less than second one, iter-

atorwould start from the closest station andquantitywould

be estimated by module of subtraction of two stations in-

dexes.

It is quite often situations when buses stay on stops more

than 10 minutes to load more passengers, what causes ir-

regularity in bus schedule and provokes other long stops to

maintain bus’s arriving. It may seem like impossible to stay

at station almost 10minutes, but for Almaty bus drivers it is

common. Busesmay stay at popular stations, nearmarkets,

universities and cityside bus stations, or at starting point to

wait and collect passengers. And this situation effects on

public transport responsibility. The example shown in Fig-

ure 2. In this igure we illustrated average dwelling time of

buses in line 79, where circle radius corresponds to aver-

age dwelling time. As you can see, buses makes a long stop

at the irst and last stations, and makes longer stops near

universities and markets.

Fig. 1. Station counting problem example

According to themost valuable studies in this area, there are

many aspects that inluence at time waiting. There are sev-

eral studies done to estimate dwell time, for example, for-

mulas (3) suggested for estimation dwell time, which was

suggested by Levinson [9].

td = t0 + n · tba (3)

where, td is dwell time at bus stop; t0 is time required to

open and close bus doors; n is number of boarding and

alighting passengers; tba is the average time required by
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each passenger to board or alight a bus. This formula is suit-

able to the stations, where buses does not make long stops

to collect passengers. To estimate dwelling time, we make

location analysis to identify the attractiveness of stops at

each time period. For most attractive stations we predict

bus dwell time by historical average.

Fig. 2. Bus line 79

Historical average - is used inmost studies in prediction bus

dwell time [22]. This model takes average dwell time at a

bus stop at the same time in previous weeks. The Histori-

cal Average (HA) method is a data-driven approach. Thus,

we need to collect data about dwelling time previous buses.

The historical average dwell time at the bus stop p at time

t0 can be calculated as:

HA (p, t0) =

∑d
i=0 ti,p,t0

d
(4)

Where ti is the observed dwelling time of the bus at station

p during the period t0 in i the day of the dataset. Each loca-

tion has different conditions. There is no doubt that dwell

time is affected by a lot of factors, also in huge cities, where

many accidents happen, and city dwellers are extremely ac-

tive.

A. Trafic Signals and Crossroads

Predicting time delay cannot be fulilled without consider-

ing travel time spent on passing trafic lights what can be

quite challenging [23]. Trafic signals in Almaty generally

equipped on heavy trafic road with two more lines. Since

trafic light system is mechanical and cannot cover all fac-

tors of trafic low most of the trafic congestion happens

due to improper time management. Alejandro Tirachini

evaluated the time bus spend on road intersectionwith traf-

ic light in average 11.3% of all time travelling along route
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[24].

Trafic light cycle is full period of all light stages, for example

if the trafic light is consisting of red, yellow green light, cy-

cle would be equal to the sum of all phases. Interval of time

spent on crossroad can be equal to the full trafic light cycle

if a vehicle approaches to the start of red light. According to

theWebstersmethod, calculation of trafic signal timing ad-

equate time for the green light for vehicles or time required

for trafic low to pass the road is an effective green period

[25]. Can be estimated by formula (5).

g = y(c− L)/Y (5)

Where:

g = effective green period

y = low factor

c = cycle time

L = total lost time

Y = sum of y low factor

c-L = total effective green time

While pedestrian green light should be suficient to pass

by walk from the beginning of green light which should be

calculated by suggested formula (6) by Vladimir Gorodkin,

Zlata Almetova and Vladimir Shepelev stated in Procedure

for Calculating On-Time Duration of the Main Cycle of a Set

of Coordinated Trafic Lights [26].

t = 5 + S/V (6)

Where: t is suficient time for crossing road, S is the width

of the road which should be passed by pedestrians, V aver-

age velocity of pedestrians.

Unfortunately, theoretically time delay on trafic signals

cannot be measured due to the insuficiency of data and

individual conditions on each intersection like number of

lines, trafic low, trafic signal cycle. Thus, the empirical

method would be applied to the study as a solution.

Obtained data from OpenStreetMap allows to deine loca-

tion for all trafic signals. Methodically process work was

based on counting number of road intersections, which rec-

ommended bus by algorithm described in previous chap-

ters should pass to reach users start station. To achieve this

goal all Almaty trafic signals are appended to the list. Af-

ter that it is required to select from that list all trafic lights

which belong to the recommended bus route. For this pur-

pose, distance from each trafic light from list containing

all trafic lights to each point of bus route is measured by

Haversine method to identify witch crossroad is passed by

bus. Therefore, from route list should be identiied closest

point to the bus. To determine whether bus station would

be in list before or after bus it is necessary to compare the

neighboring point to the obtained one.

From the closest point of bus and closest point to station

looped through distance from trafic light and route points

is determined to discover howmany crossroads left to pass

by bus. Then for each crossroadwould be added 45 seconds

for the reason it is 120 seconds in average for full cycle of

trafic light.

B. Trafic Conjestion Affection

Trafic congestion is integral part of every urban areas and

Almaty especially due to the high rate of agglomeration.

Trafic low is dynamic parameter relying on geo spatial

conditions including period of time. Most of the methods

of trafic probe in real time estimation apply sophisticated

mathematical approaches using variety of data including

GPS and data from video registrars. Moreover, such kind of

work demands a lot of expenditures and equipment’s. Nev-

ertheless, it is possible to predict trafic jam empirically us-

ing attractors concept.

Attractors concept is based onpredicting places ofmass vis-

iting by people. According to the article in Journal of Ge-

ographic Information System attractors identiied as point

causing trafic luxes, namely places attracting certain num-

ber of drivers in a particular period of time [27]. For exam-

ple, school with 600 students would generate a concentra-

tion of students, employees and parents in themorning and

in the evening, what makes it an attractor as it provokes a

lot of passengers to reach that site in particular period of

the day.

Caused probes which indicating by red and yellow colour

as very heavy and heavy condition respectively. Trafic

jam luxes surround two schools: one public, one private,

and three universities. Such kind of calculation gives quite

rough result. but allows to produce predictions of probes in

area.

All attractors should be assigned parameter weight indicat-

ing number of people associated with the site. Value of at-

tractors equals to following formula (7):

V =
√
P ∗ T (7)

Where p is weight of attractors with the scale from 1 to 10,

T is period of time correlated to place.

For previous examplewith the school assuming that time of

concentration would be from 6 A.M. to 8 A.M and 6 P.M to 7

P.M., T would be equal to 3 hours. Thus, the value of attrac-

torwould equal to 4.2 since trafic luxweight equal to 6 out

of 600 of students.

By this method value of probes would be measured on
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scale from 1-10, where 1-3 level is classiied as “acceptable”

meaning road conditions are quite free to move, from 4-7 is

“mild congestion” and 7-10 “heavy congestion”.

From obtained data OpenStreetMap such buildings catego-

rized as markets and malls, amenities as restaurants and

schools would be retrieved to create database of attractors.

Since it is not available to assess number of associated peo-

ple to attractors, it would be roughly assigned to every type

of amenity individual level of congestion. For example,

schools’ value of attractors would be evaluated as 4. Each

level would be divided by 10, multiplied by estimated time

of bus arriving and added to that time as example in formula

(8).

T = V /10 ∗ t+ t (8)

Where, t is absolute time of arrival considering congestion

level, V -average value of attractors, t estimated time of ar-

rival without congestion level.

C. Travel Time Estimation

There are a lot of factors affecting on travel time between

stations. The trafic lights, buildings, weather conditions

were taken into account. To forecast travel time, we use

LSTM NN to build model. Collected historical GPS data,

weather condition and information about city facilities is

used in training process. To optimize the process of train-

ing, we divide bus line segments into clusters according to

distance and point of interests of each line segments. Each

cluster is trained separately, and for each cluster we have

different LSTM model for estimation travel time. This pro-

cess is illustrated in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Model for prediction travel time between stations

LSTMbased neural networks have been used for travel time

prediction and have achieved better performance in recent

years [28].

The inputmatrix is fed into two stacked LSTM layers, where

each LSTM layer has 128 neurons. The LSTM memory cell

can be described with the following equations:

it = σ (Wixxt +Wihht−1 + bi)

ft = σ (Wfxxt +Wfhht−1 + bf )

ot = σ (Woxxt +Wohht−1 + bo)

C̃t = tanh (WCxxt +WChht−1 + bc)

Ct = it ∗ C̃t + ft ∗ Ct−1

ht = ot ∗ tanh (Ct)

(9)

where t indicates the t th timestamp, it, ft, ot refer to the

output of the input gate, forget gate and output gate re-

spectively. xt, ct, ht are the input vector, state vector and
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hidden vector, respectively, and ht−1 is the former output

of ht.C̄t and Ct are the input state and output state of the

memory cell, and Ct−1 is the former state of Ct. gis, a

sigmoid function. Wix,Wfx,Wox,Wcx are the weight ma-

trices connecting xt to the three gates and the cell input,

Wih,Wfh,Woh,WCh are the weight matrices connecting

xt−1 to the three gates and the cell input, bi, bf , bo, bc are

the bias terms of the three gates and the cell gates. All the

parameters mentioned above are initialized randomly and

leamed automatically through backpropagation during the

leaming stage.

The output of the LSTM layers goes into several fully-

connected layers, where each layer is of size 128. The fully-

connected layers are connected with residual connections,

which is shown to be effective for training a very deep neu-

ral network [29]. The residual connection adds shortcuts

between different layers, thus previous information low

can skip one ormore non-linear layers through the shortcut

and the skipped layers just need to leam the "residual' of the

non- linear mapping. For the irst fully connected layer, its

input is the output of the last LSTM layer. Let σfi be the ith

residual fully-connected layer, then the output of the irst

layer is σfi (oz) , where oz is the output of the LSTM layer.

For the rest of the residual layers, let ofi be the output of the

ith layer, then the output of the (i+1) th layer can be repre-

sented as ofi+1
= ofi ⊕ σfi+1

(ofi) ,where⊕ is an element-

wise add operation.

Finally, we apply a tanh activation function and obtain

the prediction results. In order to prevent overitting,

two widely used regularization techniques are employed:

dropout and L2 regularization. The dropout mechanism is

applied to each hidden layer, where the rate of dropout is set

to 0.5 [30]. Moreover, we apply L2 regularization on model

weights to prevent possible overitting. Formally, the loss

function used for training the model is:

Lloss =

F∑
i=1

(ŷl − yi)
2
+ λ‖W ‖2 (10)

where λ is a hyper-parameter to control the regularization

strength and W denotes all weights in the network. The

Adamoptimizer is utilized as the gradient descent optimiza-

tion algorithm. The training process repeats for 50 epochs.

V. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

The original purpose of the project is manufacturing bene-

icial program for bus passengers with user-friendly appli-

cation interface. This study fully discloses the main prin-

ciples of bus circulation in the city and how external cir-

cumstances can inluence on them. Because of all limita-

tions and drawbacks of the public transit system, Almaty

occupants do not have a positive impression about public

transport, especially busses. It is common knowledge that

cars and other fuel-based vehicles are themain suppliers of

carbon dioxide. Furthermore, this kind of transport nega-

tively affects to the environment and causes air pollution.

Developing more facilities for public transport passengers

can be crucial and signiicant step for saving clean air. In

addition, there is personal advantages for everyone. Using

public transport, instead of personal cars, citizens can not

worry about such problems, as parking andpermanent traf-

ic jams, which are usual chores ofmega polices. That iswhy

one of the primary aspirations of this project is promoting

usage of public vehicles to city inhabitants.

Another purpose was creating application that satisies all

user requirements. Existing tracking systems have several

serious drawbacks, thatwere ixed andmodiied in the Bus-

Tracker app. Minimalistic and user-friendly interface with

a feature arrival time estimation make this system actual

and functional. Calculated results by proposed algorithm

were quite accurate and cover a lot of factors affecting on

arrival time. Undoubtedly, empirical methods to evaluate

delay time factors could not be precise, but provide clear

idea of approach, including minimum amount of data avail-

able.

To testmodel in real time, we implementmobile application

to track bus and see the estimated arrival time. iOS mobile

application was chosen as a platform to test model of bus

arrival time. The layout of it can be seen on Figure 4.

There are 3 pages, where the irst one is starting view with

only one functional button. By pressing it, user opens main

viewwith two inputs, where he types start and end stations.

Table viewwith all bus stops in Almaty would be presented

while typing and updating by every typed character to suit

user input. After illing in both inputs, user gets information

about thenearest busof every routewith these twostations.

Information about buses would be demonstrated as table

view which can be seen on Figure 3. Every cell would con-

tain name, speciic serial number of the bus and approxi-

mate arrival time estimated by model.

We test model in real time during 3 -day period. The per-

formance metrics used in the testing Mean Absolute Error

(MAE). The formula is the following.

MAE =

∑N
t=1 |Ft −At|

N
(11)

Where t is observed arrival time and a predicted arrival

time during time interval t. N is the size of testing cases.

We see that the values are differentiated during the testing,
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then we decided to divide test cases according to the num-

ber of stops that thewaiting bus should pass. The results on

Table 1. According to the results, if we are waiting for the

upcoming bus themean absolute error is about 20 seconds.

But the mean absolute error for the buses that far from de-

parture station, then the mean absolute error is 3.77 min-

utes. It causes to error in prediction of dwell time in stops

and travel time of each line segments.

Fig. 4. Mobile application design

Fig. 5. Layout of information displaying
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TABLE 1

THE RESULTS OF TESTING

Bus Location MAE (Minutes)

0-1 stops far 0.31

2-3 stops far 0.71

4-5 stops far 1.22

More than 6 stops 3.77

VI. RELATEDWORKS AND DISCUSSION

There are a lot of studies done on bus travel time estima-

tion and prediction. For example, the study [22] investi-

gated the problem of predicting bus journey time for pas-

sengers. They take into account the bus riding time and

the waiting times at transfer points. But for the bus riding

time theydidn’t consider busdwelling time separately. Also,

the next bus's waiting time at transfer point takes only his-

torical average bus coming time. Petersen and et al., [31]

has presented a multi-model deep neural network predic-

tion framework for bus arrival timeusingConvolutional and

Long short-term memory. This paper provides link travel

time prediction as in our research. As the previous work,

Petersen and et.al. didn’t model delay time at stops. As we

said before, for Almaty city dwelling time is important. An-

other paper [32] predict a bus arrival time by real-time data

of the bus location data. The method proposed by authors

estimate link travel time by predicting road speed with BP

neural network. The main limitations of this work are that

they calculate buses' riding time as for normal cars, but the

travelling behavior of buses is quite different from cars be-

cause buses make a lot of stops and collaborate with pas-

sengers.

The method for arrival time prediction proposed in this re-

search has several advantages. It considers:

• Historical bus travel time information;

• Real time information;

• Estimate bus dwelling time and riding time separately;

• Take into account trafic lights;

• Considers city facilities.

All those points make proposed method more reliable.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examine the issue of public bus arrival time

with real time trafic data and historical GPS data. To set-

tle such transport travel time expectation problem, a novel

methodology dependent on real time information is intro-

duced regarding the information learned from historical

bus GPS data and information about city infrastructure. We

separately estimate bus dwelling time at stations and link

riding time between stations separately in our method. To

predict riding time, we irstly apply clustering approach to

bus line links, then for each clusterwe train LSTMNNmodel

with city infrastructure data and weather condition data.

According to tests results our method show small mean ab-

solute error for buses that not far from departure station.

To deal with continuous trafic data, we need to increment

the models' forecast precision dependent on transport GPS

information under both normal and abnormal trafic condi-

tions. Based on the results, our future work will be on uti-

lizing existing taxi or different sorts of trafic information to

gauge the transport travel time of recently planned or with

sparse records.
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